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Monster mayhem

new monthly club
What? It’s March!
How did that happen?

You know
how much
we love
Sandra Vargas
and when she
showed us these
monsters, I knew
they were destined
to be a super, silly
fun club. Join us
for one monster
canvas a month
complete with
stitch guide by Gale Washington. What can I say, they appeal to my quirky side.

Put them out for halloween or allow them to hide in corners year round to make
you giggle when you see them. That’s my choice.

We’re obviously having way too much fun
to notice time is flying by!
Kelly Clark will be
here in two short
weeks for our exclusive
Celebration Class. It’s going to
be a super fun celebration of all
things needlepoint and Kelly
Clark. Full details are on the
website. If you can join us
March 16-18, we still have a
couple of spaces left. If you
would like to ghost we can do
that too!
We’re finishing up the last lesson of Why Fit In. Soon, ladies,
soon. Let’s Fall in Love starts
soon. So, so much fun!
xo

Club starts in June with the first monster shipping. Each month you will receive a
4″ x 6″ ornament sized canvas handpainted on 18ct complete with stitchguide.
There are 4 monsters in this club. Sign up early to be the first to receive yours!
Cost per is $94 – $102 plus shipping. There is a full thread/bead kit available separately for the threads and beads used in all of the monsters. Registration for the
club will require $50 deposit which will be applied to the last monster shipped.

Give us a call @ 410.296.0405 to sign up or order online by clicking on CLUBS
from our homepage.

Celebration by Kelly Clark
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amy katz!
check your calendar - May 19 & 20

It’s been several years since Amy has been here to teach for us. We are excited to
have her back!

save the date
to play with Me

Saturday May 19, 11-5pm
Heavy Metal Bracelet

I love this bracelet. It’s fashionable and packed with lots
of good techniques, beadweaving and bead embroidery!

Work with the new 2mm true beads to create the mirage of a “heavy metal” bracelet. Give the piece a
sculpted look by combining various stitching with cup chain and
crystal accents. Use a drusy as the centerpiece to give the bracelet extra “sparkle”
and glitz. As a result, you will make a show piece that will glisten on your wrist.
Available in silver or gold with your choice of drusy color for the main stone.
Class cost is $255 and includes one complete kit, lunch and dessert.

april 20-22
What can I say? I have so
many ideas swirling in my
head. Our own Shelly Penko
painted this Chameleon and I
fell in love with it. Of course I
have to write a stitchguide for
it, right?

Sunday May 20, 11-5pm
Coral Reef Necklace
This necklace is so pretty and so so
so wearable!

Create a coral accented necklace
that bends and flows as you wear it.
Add crystal components and highlights to make it sparkle. Craft beautiful rectangular components within
the piece to create a balance with
the coral accents. From jeans to designer dresses, this piece is the perfect touch.

Join me April 20-22 as we
stitch this fun little fellow together.
Details to follow on the website.

Class cost is $235 and includes the
complete kit, lunch and dessert.
Kit will be available in silver or
gold

I hope you can join us for one or more days. We always have such a good time.
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Mystery classes
cat and MoUse GaMe by doMinic boUrbeaU
how do these
Mystery classes work?

If you blinked, you missed it.
A short little super-fun mystery class that perfectly filled
the month of February. We
wrapped this Mid-Century
Modern Mystery up in two
lessons.

What exactly is a mystery class?
A mystery class is just like a
mystery in a book; it unfolds in
chapters. With each chapter
more of the mystery (how are
we going to stitch this canvas)
is revealed?
We meet pretty much every
other Sunday afternoon (unless
the classroom is booked with
another teacher) and review the
twists, turns and fun of the current lesson. Class is from 1 to 3
pm. Can’t join us in person?
No problem, we will ship to
you. The instructions have full
color photos of the canvas
stitched to date along with complete instructions and
diagrams.

What were my favorite
parts? The first thing I
thought of when I saw this
canvas was the fabulous circular pattern up the mouse’s
tail. That lead to little round
feet and nose and eyes to
highlight his round rump.
I love the pattern I created on his butt that mimics the beaded pattern on his
head. It’s all about how you tie-down your stitch.
And of course I
love the background. It’s random, and it moves
quickly and it’s
quirky! What’s not
to love? Give us a
call if you would like
a kit.

I also post lots of pictures on
my blog NotYourGrandmothers
Needlepoint.com the Sunday
evening after class.

can i order
a Mystery class
that is coMplete?

Certainly, we are happy to kit any of our past Mysteries or Mysteries with a Twist.
Canvas, complete stitch guide with all the threads, beads, crystals and gizmos can be
packed and shipped to your home or office anytime you want.
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what’s the next mystery?
fantail by ellen giggenbach

I’ve been holding out on you. I’ve had this canvas from ellen for quite
sometime waiting for the perfect time to stitch it.! Now is the time! It’s
going to be so fun. There are so many great areas to fill with stitches and
polka dots! Do you realize I have a thing for polka dots?
The canvas is handpainted on 18ct mono and the design area measures
11” x 11.” The cost of the class is the price of the canvas ($234) plus the
stitchguide for each lesson ($20 each) and the necessary threads etc.
Classes will be Sundays 1-3, March 11 and 25th, April 8th and 29th and
May 27th, at the Beehive if you would like to join us in person!

You can sign up on line by going to Classes and then Mystery Classes or simply give us a
call at 410.296.0405. There is a super special surprise for the first 35 people to sign up for class. You know I love
surprises.

join Us for a Mystery with a twist
what’s the twist?...
Looking for something with a slower pace? These work just like the regular Mystery Classes except you don’t really know when the next lesson is coming. I fit these in between the regular mysteries. The lessons are about 6
months apart. You have time to stitch the lesson, but still work on your other projects. There are no in-person
lessons. Everyone is an out-patient for this class.

let’s fall in love
by annie o’brien Gonzales

I love, love, love this canvas! So many pretty colors and fun areas to stitch.
We will start this canvas in April after we finish Why Fit In and complete another lesson of the Row of Ladies!
The cost for the class is the cost of the canvas, $362 plus $20 per lesson
and the price of the threads, beads, crystals etc for that lesson. Sign up
soon, the canvas is on sale! Canvas design area is 15 x 15 handpainted on
18ct mono. You will need 20 x 20 stretcher bars.
Wait until you see the surprises we have for this class. So fun!
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santa fe felines
by laUrel bUrch

Santa Fe Felines is a wonderful Laurel Burch canvas exclusive to us!
Yay! We are so excited to bring this canvas to life. Wonderful happy
colors and fun details. It is going to be a great stitch.
The cost for the class is the cost of the canvas, $312 plus $20 per
lesson and the price of the threads, beads, crystals etc for that lesson. Canvas design area is 12.5 x 17 handpainted on 18ct mono.
You will need 16 x 21 stretcher bars. As with our all Mysteries
with a Twist this will be fit in between other projects. Lesson Two will be
going out very very soon. We are waiting for one thread!

why ﬁt in
by zecca
How could I resist this canvas? It just had to be a mystery! So many opportunities for stitches and beads! The first three lessons have shipped.
The cost for the class is the cost of the canvas, $305 plus $15 per lesson
and the price of the threads, beads, crystals etc for that lesson. Canvas
design area is 14 x 18 handpainted on 18ct mono. You will need 18 x 22
stretcher bars. The lessons will ship at approximately 6 month intervals.
The final lesson is the next in the queue.

row of ladies ii
by lee

I loved stitching the first Row of Ladies by Lee and they turned out
soooo cute! I petitioned Lee to design a companion exclusively for
us. I think it is even cuter! There are three Mysteries with a Twist in
the rotation! Row of Ladies II - Lessons one through five have
shipped but it’s not too late to join us.
The cost for the class is the cost of the canvas $118 plus $15 per
lesson and the price of the threads, beads, crystals etc for that lesson. For those of
you who stitched Row of Ladies I with me there will be a discount! Canvas design area is 10 x 16 handpainted on
18ct. You will need 14 x 20 stretcher bars.
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Monthly clUbs!
clUb rUles
who doesn’t love a sparkly packaGe at yoUr door?
Monthly clubs are so much fun. Pick a theme and each month you will receive
a painted canvas with stitchguide. There are Christmas clubs, Halloween clubs
and all year round clubs. Some are short, some are longer. They all have a
complete supply pack that is shipped with the first canvas and of course there
are perks to joining the club.



Shown here are our 4th of July club, Rebecca Wood’s Feline Follies, the Towne

 Clark’s
Square, Kelly
Bee Skeps and Tropical Trees, Teresa Layman’s Elf Banner
and our Santa club.






   

 

Call the shop at 410.296.0405 or visit
BedeckedandBeadazzled. com. Click on clubs to
see all the clubs and to sign up!







 





















2. We will take a deposit equal to
the cost of the canvas/guide in your
first shipment. This deposit will be
applied to your final shipment of the
club.
3. There is a complete thread/bead/
crystal/embellishment kit available
for the club at an additional charge.
It includes all threads/beads etc to
stitch the entire series. It is sent
with the first club shipment if
desired. A 50% deposit will be taken
at sign up for those desiring
the thread kit.






1.You can sign up
for a club at
anytime.Your
first shipment
will go out on the
10th of the month
following your sign up.

4. Now, for the cool part.
There are freebies - gifts
for joining the club! Each
club has it's own gifts.





becoMe a MaGnet Maven

Become a Magnet Maven and get a “Pick Me Up” whenever you want one. Just give us a
call, email us, PM us, and we’ll send you a little goody package. Inside will be one brand
spankin’ new magnet. These are limited edition/exclusive to us magnets!

Or pay it forward and gift it to a friend who needs a bit of sunshine. Call the shop at 410.296.0405 or visit
BedeckedandBeadazzled. com. Click on clubs to sign up!
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stitch of the month
2,6,
10
4
3
7
8
1,5

11
12
9,13

Tied Petals
And now for something totally different.
What do you do when a stitch needs to
curve and bend at a different angle? A
softer angle?
You make it bend at your will with a
little nip and tuck. Bring your needle
up at one, down at two which is at a
45o angle. Bring your needle back
up at three pushing the one/two
stitch into an arc. Sink your needle
at four, which is the same hole as
three. Magic. Soft flowing Tied
Petals.
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why this works
I wanted a pattern that mimicked
the feel of the beaded area on
the cat’s head. We needed soft
smooth curves.
The pattern also needed to be
relatively small otherwise we
couldn’t fit enough repeats
across his butt. Tied Petals gives
soft curves that make pretty
flowers.
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